ABSTRACT

To better facilitate application performance programming we propose a software optimization strategy enabled by a novel low-latency Prediction System Service (PSS). Rather than relying on nuanced domain-specific knowledge or slapdash heuristics, a system service for prediction encourages programmers to spend their time uncovering new levers for optimization rather than worrying about the details of their control. The core idea is to write optimizations that improve performance in specific cases, or under specific tunings, and leave the decision of how and when exactly to apply those optimizations to the system to learn through feedback-directed learning. Such a prediction service can be implemented in any number of ways, including as a shared library that can be easily reused by software written in different programming languages, and opens the door to both new software optimization patterns and hardware design possibilities.

As a demonstration of the utility of this approach, we show that three very different application-targeted optimization scenarios can each benefit from even a very straightforward perceptron-based implementation of the PSS as long as the service latency can be held low. First, we show that PSS can be used to more intelligently guide hardware lock elision with resulting speedups over a baseline implementation by 34% on average. Second, we show that a PSS can find good configuration parameters for PyPy’s Just-In-Time (JIT) compiler resulting in 15% speedup on average. Last, we show PSS can guide the page reclamation task within a kernel memory management subsystem to reduce the average memory latency by 33% on average. In all three cases, this new optimization pattern with service support is able to meet or beat the best-known hand-crafted methods with a fraction of the complexity.
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1 INTRODUCTION

When the low-hanging fruit of obviously inefficient implementation has been stripped away and the performance of an application is still a critical concern, capable performance programmers often find themselves attempting to navigate a complex set of trade-offs. When is it faster to just lock this data structure versus wrapping it optimistically in a transaction? When should I just execute the unoptimized version of this function versus investing the time to make it faster? When should the operating system pull this resource so it can go to a better use somewhere else? Answering such questions is a matter of balancing a set of conflicting forces. As our applications, systems, and hardware grow increasingly complex, it is hard to understand (or even characterize) all of the forces relevant to good decision making – and even more difficult to navigate those forces with simple ad-hoc heuristics.

Of course, the fact that machine learning has proved particularly capable of navigating exactly this type of complex optimization space is not something that has been lost on application researchers. Machine learning techniques have been demonstrated for optimizing data structures [41], implementing state-of-the-art recommendation systems [14], improving anomaly detection [58], and learning the structure and optimal access of databases [40]. In the case of TVM [13], the optimising compiler could produce machine learning kernels that beat human optimisers’, leading to significant performance improvements.

This style of optimization is bound to become increasingly common in the coming years and it makes little sense for each and every application to roll out their own internal embedded ML framework for dynamically controlling a few parameters. Such an approach requires each application to support their own machine learning code base and elides opportunities for sharing of memory or exploiting hardware resources. Instead, it is time to consider the question of what new abstractions are necessary to lower the barrier to entry and sustainably support this important style of optimization.

While the process of learning a good response from noisy examples is well covered in the machine learning literature, actually deploying the ability to make predictions in a manner useful for software optimization requires some innovation. Because these predictions are often (by the nature of targeting performance-critical code) directly on the critical path, their utility is a function of both their accuracy and their latency. A prediction service must be both
cheap (in terms of computational overhead) and it must be good enough (providing enough performance benefit to be comparable to or better than a hand-tuned approach).

In this paper, we argue that it is possible and worthwhile to introduce a common, simple, shared prediction mechanism to a variety of runtime tasks and that the right location for this mechanism is as a system service. A system-wide prediction service can operate usefully with as few as two API functions and can be made to both be easily reusable across the software stack and allow for additional innovation on both sides of the interface. By functioning as a service, the operating system can enable sharing of training information across user applications when desired or restrict usage according to system policy. The service can also be provided within the kernel for use by runtime services that otherwise rely on domain-specific heuristics to make performance decisions.

To explore the potential of a PSS to enable optimization, we prototype this change to a full operating system and examine, both qualitatively and quantitatively, the capability of our nascent service to ease optimization across three different scenarios calling back to the questions at the beginning of the introduction: transactional lock elision, JIT parameter tuning, and page reclaim. These scenarios exercise the interface in user and system mode, across multiple languages, and in both aiding online decisions and parameter tuning settings. Specifically, Transactional Lock Elision [62] via Hardware Transactional Memory (HTM) is a classic example of a fastpath-slowpath heuristic employed by software; we will show how our predictor guides this decision on when to use HTM (fastpath) and when to fallback to locks (slowpath). Just-in-Time (JIT) compilation always has a tension between high compile time if highly optimized and low code quality if not well optimized while offering a whole search space of possible optimization parameters; we will illustrate a way to employ PSS to quickly arrive at optimization parameters that improve program speed as compared to the existing parameter tuning solution provided by the human-optimised PyPy runtime. Page reclaim in the Linux kernel under high congestion relies on a careful, heuristic-driven consideration of memory usage and storage device utilisation in order to maintain global performance; we show that introducing PSS to the kernel can significantly outperform human-optimised heuristics developed within the last year. Specifically we:

- Introduce the novel concept of prediction as a system service
- Demonstrate that an exceedingly simple interface providing only predict, update, and reset is all that is required to be useful for software optimization.
- Develop a complete proof-of-concept implementation capable of providing Linux processes with useful and actionable predictions in 4.19 ns.
- Evaluate the effect of these prediction-driven optimizations across a variety of both user and kernel mode applications and demonstrate the resulting system performance improves Transactional Lock Elision by 34% on average, PyPy JIT parameter tuning by 15% on average over microbenchmarks and 12% over macrobenchmarks, and provides a 33% average latency reduction for page reclaim.

We begin with more description of the concepts and requirements of Prediction as a Service in Section 2 followed by details of our prototype implementation and the reasoning behind our latency-optimized software architecture in Section 3. Section 4 describes the application use scenarios in detail and is followed by a more detailed quantitative evaluation, related work, and conclusions in Sections 5, 6, and 7 respectively.

## 2 Prediction as a Service

If one were to take a careful catalog of all of the performance optimization techniques available, there is no question that a particularly large chapter would be required for those driven by prediction. Operating systems can predict the next set of disk pages required by applications and speculatively bring them into main memory [35, 38]. Memory access patterns of CPU cores or OS threads can be learned and the OS can automatically migrate page frames from a remote NUMA socket to a local socket to reduce latency [16]. Lock implementations can have a spin-and-then-block [20, 37] logic which spins for a set time before falling back to heavyweight OS-facilitated blocking. Transactional memory [31] (both in software and hardware) can dynamically and speculatively adjust to observed contention [17, 66, 72].

While these techniques rely on a prediction, most are not explicit about the predictive nature of their ability to achieve a speedup. Instead, most hide their predictive nature in the choice of a parameter or in a set of criteria used to make a selection. Unfortunately: 1) **Parameter choices are often ad-hoc**, relying on limited use cases and/or hard-won domain-specific expertise making such approaches fragile and hard to scale. 2) **Even when well informed by data, most parameter choices are still static**, meaning they are unable to adapt to the changing machine state or objectives. Profiles can help gather information on effective parameters, but profiling requires either well-understood use-cases or the ability to gather useful information in production with low overhead. Both of these are possible, but 3) **Complex dynamic approaches for either prediction or profiling increase application complexity** which, in turn, makes the system harder to support across multiple platforms and increases the code footprint significantly. Finally 4) **There is no effective way to share developments.** Programmers can spend non-trivial amounts of time optimizing the code in one specific language given a predetermined interface, but as we cross languages, as we have collections of smaller services, and as we seek to exploit hardware to help in the process, there is little opportunity for reuse.

In contrast, an ideal system would be straightforward to understand and simple to use. Users should only need to specify a target function, candidate solutions, and feedback. A prediction service would generate a prediction (informing, for example, which equivalent code path take) and update the model based on feedback. To be effective the prediction service must be **low overhead** both in terms of training and inference. The service will need to provide useful predictions as early as possible, to avoid long warm-up overheads, and provide those predictions with very low latency, to avoid eating into all of the potential performance improvements such predictions might provide. The prediction service should also be suitably **general purpose**, allowing it to be applied to a wide range of applications, possibly written in multiple programming languages. It should not only work with one or a few domain specific scenarios.
An effective target for such an optimization, in turn, needs to be both measurable (meaning that it is possible to determine the “goodness” of the prediction to inform learning) and correctness preserving (meaning paths under all possible predictions are equally correct even if not equally desirable).

3 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF A PSS

Informed by the requirements above, a Prediction System Service (PSS) provides a standard interface and straightforward prediction and update procedures. At a high level, the PSS takes input of the programmer’s choice and returns the value of the prediction. In our proof of concept we limit ourselves to predictions along a single dimension where the return values can be interpreted as “predict true” when positive and “predict false” when negative and the magnitude of the return value shares some degree of confidence in the prediction (particularly useful when the costs of mispredictions are asymmetric or when true and false are used iteratively to narrow in on some balance point). The system then attempts to optimize its predictions over time based on feedback in the form of updates.

3.1 System Interface

PSS can be implemented with two core functions, predict and update, and one state management function, reset, with behavior as follows:

**Predict**: Given input features and stored weights, predict generates a binary result prediction which determines which path to take. The format of the input features can be different depending on the prediction scenario. The function signature is

\[
\text{int predict(int* features, int len)}
\]

where the input is an array of user-specified features for predict with length of len and the returned prediction value is an integer. The number and value of features can be changed by users for different scenarios.

**Update**: Based on the predicted and observed results, PSS will update the stored model parameters accordingly depending on whether the prediction was correct or not. The function signature can be viewed as

\[
\text{void update(int* features, int len, bool dir)}
\]

where the input parameter contains a feature array and its length like predict and one Boolean variable to indicate whether the prediction is correct or not.

**Reset**: This function allows the users to initialize the stored PSS data, either by section or in totality. It can be called if certain environment parameters of the prediction have been changed or to completely wipe the PSS data. As an example, when some data need to be reused without initializing all data used by PSS for prediction, we can use this function to selectively clear only some data. The function signature can be viewed as

\[
\text{void reset(int* features, int len, bool all)}
\]

where the input feature array and length are similar to the previous two cases and there is an additional boolean variable to indicate whether to wipe out the entire PSS data or clean a specific entry.

3.2 Prediction Unit Design

While there are many possible implementations of a PSS, for our proof of concept implementation we wanted to pick a design that we knew would have consistently low latency and that would help us test our hypothesis that even relatively simple predictions would be an important step beyond the state of the art in many potential optimizations. As such, for this effort, we limit our evaluation to an online perceptron predictor [34]. Given an input feature vector, the predictor simply calculates the weighted sum of the input and compares it with a threshold value. If the sum surpasses the threshold, the result will be regarded as positive, otherwise the return value will be negative. During update, the prediction from the perceptron is compared to the actual outcome. If the prediction is correct, the weight will be increased. Otherwise, the weight will be decreased as a penalty.

The hash-based perceptron predictor has been proven to be highly versatile yet can be both executed and updated in very short order (in either software or hardware) [7, 55, 68]. While more sophisticated predictor designs are possible to consider with hardware support in the future, we prioritize low latency software implementations in this work.

Currently, PSS is designed to support up to 16 features with 1024 entries for each feature. The feature data is hashed to reduce the chance of conflict with other features and stored in a weight matrix. Once the predicted result is obtained, it can be compared with a threshold to generate binary decisions. If the value surpasses the threshold, the prediction will be regarded as true, otherwise the prediction is considered false.

3.2.1 Predictor Model Extensibility. Since the system interface is not tied to the implementation, the underlying predictor model can be replaced easily if the users have specific needs. When low latency is preferred, other relatively simple models can be used, such as decision trees [52], linear regression [23], and naive Bayes algorithm [77]. On the other hand, if accuracy is prioritized more complicated model can be deployed, including XGBoost [12], k-nearest neighbors (KNN) [22], and neural networks [32].
3.2.2 Parameter Types. The API described above mainly focuses on numeric parameters. But PSS can accept categorical parameter types after some preprocessing or transformation. For example, if those categories exist in some sort of embedded space then they can be exposed to a predictor through hierarchy or projection.

3.3 Reduced Latency Predictions with vDSO

In modern Operating Systems (OS), a user-level application cannot touch the kernel’s memory space directly for a whole variety of reasons. Instead, interactions with the kernel are typically supported by system calls (syscall) — unfortunately, syscalls carry with them a significant amount of context switch overhead which conflicts directly with our stated goal of achieving low latency.

Fortunately, we are not the first to grapple with such a limitation and there are now multiple different mechanisms to build from, most notably virtual system calls (vsyscall) and virtual dynamic shared objects (vDSO). A vDSO is a Linux kernel mechanism that allows a portion of kernel memory space to be accessible in user space via a small shared library. The system presents to user space a map to the corresponding kernel data and programs such that it can access that memory directly. This facilitated direct read-out means there is no context switch involved in satisfying a vDSO read request which, in turn, leads to significant speedups [27]. In our experiments, this reduces the latency by more than a factor of 16x (from 68ns with syscall down to 4.19 ns) and, even more importantly, translates to real and noticeable improvements in application runtime.

Of course, vDSOs have their own limitations. By definition, it can be only used in a read-only manner since user mode cannot modify the kernel memory without a syscall and we must provide data as part of the update process.

Therefore, we design PSS in a way that combines a mix of syscalls and vDSOs. Specifically, we implement predict via vDSO since no writing to kernel data is involved. For update, we choose a syscall as the means to modify PSS model within kernel space. To further reduce the syscall overhead from update calls, we adopt a batch update mechanism that pools together multiple update calls into a single system call. A local buffer aggregates updates and allows us to amortize the boundary crossing.

Advantages of a System Service. One of the most interesting aspects of a system-service approach to prediction is that learning can happen across application invocations, a feature we demonstrate in application studies. While this is technically possible in application space, it requires the system to save and restore application-level files which is a poor match for the model of increasingly short-lived processes called in reaction to dynamic events. A system library has the additional advantage of being able to be used across kernel-space applications. Lastly, by utilising a vDSO that connects to kernel space, system policy can be enforced around the use of PSS, for example, to restrict which users or which programs can use the service and how information is shared across those programs.

4 USE-CASE SCENARIOS

To demonstrate the usefulness of the services described above, in this section, we present the application of PSS in three different scenarios chosen to demonstrate the generality of the service.

4.1 PSS in Hardware Lock Elision

Synchronizing accesses to shared variables is a critical performance limiter in shared-memory multicore systems. While locks are one of the most frequently used mechanisms to safely manage sharing among many threads, locking is an inherently pessimistic method of synchronization where execution is potentially serialized and locking and unlocking costs are paid whether or not concurrent executions conflict in accessing data. In contrast, Transactional Memory [18, 19, 31, 64, 67] (TM) allows threads to execute through a set of guarded transactions optimistically and relies instead on the run-time detection of conflicts with an accompanying roll back when serialization is determined to be required. If one wishes to keep to the semantics of critical sections assumed by locks, TM can still be useful in allowing the system to speculatively execute through lock-protected critical sections through a class of techniques known as Hardware Lock Elision [36, 57, 79].

Of course, there is a balance to be struck between optimism and pessimism. Each lock under different use scenarios may benefit from a different approach and it is not straightforward to achieve good performance in practice due to the high costs of both rollback and of overly pessimistic locking.

Listing 1 presents a typical method for eliding locks using HTM. The original code is shown with a white background color and the additions we made to patch with PSS are highlighted in a gray background. There are two functions at the heart of the eliding lock implementation:TxLock, which is called at the beginning of a critical section, and TxUnlock, which is called at the end of the critical section. The input to both functions is a mutex object with lock/unlock/isLocked operations on it that can potentially be replaced by HTM. For interoperability with the lock, the HTM path is not tried until the lock is held (Line 5).

The transaction starts at Line 8 and the lock status is checked again to ensure it was not taken in the meantime by another thread.
and an explicit abort (Line 10) is issued if that is the case. The successful start of the transaction (tx_begin()) will result in a return from the function and will allow execution to continue into the critical section. Any failure due to conflict, capacity, explicit abort, or unsupported instruction, will cause the tx_begin() to return a non-success return code. On failure, retries are made a fixed number of times after which the algorithm falls back to the slow path of taking the underlying lock at Line 19. A special flag slowPath is set to indicate the corresponding action at the end of the critical section. This design performs well when most transactions succeed. However, in reality, it may not be known ahead of time whether lock-elision for a critical section is beneficial. For various reasons, the transactions can fail: notably due to increased contention and increased conflicts, due to increased memory footprint that may not fit within the HTM implementation’s capacity, or due to the execution path using unsupported instructions.

Listing 1 shows the minor modifications (gray background) to the baseline that are required to enable PSS to guide the HTM vs. lock decision at runtime. At a high level, the idea is to utilize HTM if it is likely to succeed and rollback to lock if the transaction is likely to fail. Instead of having a fixed trial number mechanism, PSS allows the system to easily make the lock/HTM decisions at runtime. The output of the prediction directly informs the path through the code taken. In order to make reasonable predictions from the PSS, we use two parameters. The first is a thread-level performance counter from past transactions. We use an integer to store the past performance and each bit represents one transaction attempt. A value of ‘1’ means the transaction finished successfully whereas ‘0’ suggests the transaction failed. The second parameter is the number of retries left before hitting the maximum retry number (MAX_RETRIES).

The same two features will be used for the calls to predict and update. The first argument to predict is this feature vector and the second argument is the feature length (2). If the result of predict is above the threshold (USE_HTM), the program attempts the HTM path, otherwise, it falls back to using the underlying lock without trying the HTM. The feedback to the prediction is given after the critical section ends, in the TUnlock() function. If the perceptron recommended taking the HTM path (tryingHTM is true), then a successful fastpath rewards the perceptron by invoking the update API function with +1 (Line 9); however, if the perceptron recommended the HTM path but the HTM failed, we penalize it with a negative reward of -1 (Line 30). To avoid the perceptron becoming trapped in only the lock path after several failed predictions, a predetermined threshold is also set.

4.2 Page Reclaim and Congestion Wait

When memory gets tight, the operating system memory management subsystem starts to reclaim already used pages for later use. During the reclaim process, pages with modified contents need to be written out before the reclaim can occur. However, if the devices that the pages will be written out are already congested with other traffic, there is very limited benefit to adding extra I/O requests.

To mitigate congestion problems in the Linux kernel, a tracking mechanism for block devices was proposed in 2002 [48] which was adopted in v2.5.39 [47]. If the devices are congested, the memory management sub-system would not create any new I/O requests before the congestion is resolved. This idea has been extended in various ways and such a mechanism still exists in Linux kernel 5.15 as congestion_wait() [46].

Unfortunately, over the years developers have found that there are several limitations to the congestion-wait mechanism. First, congestion tracking suffers from an inherent race condition as the degree of device congestion can change before the query returns to the caller. Second, accurate tracking of congestion has become more difficult as storage devices have come to support longer command queues. As a result, congestion_wait() is used in practice only when the timeout expires, which is not at all what it was originally intended to do [51].

To overcome the limitation mentioned above, in 2021 it was proposed that all instances of congestion-wait in the source code should be completely eliminated [49]. The proposed new design reclassifies the original congestion wait into three sub categories and handles each one differently:

- When there are too many dirty or writeback pages, sleep until enough pages are cleaned or a timeout expires
- When there are too many isolated pages, sleep until enough of them are put back into the LRU system or reclaimed
- When there is no progress in page reclaim, the direct reclaim task sleeps until another reclaim task proceeds with some acceptable efficiency

The third point specifically measures the efficiency of another reclaim task by dividing the number of pages reclaimed by the number of pages scanned: \( \frac{nr\_reclaimed}{nr\_scanned} \). In the most recent patch, the efficiency threshold is set at a fixed value of 12.5%. However, as the proposer of this technique rightly points out, the fixed threshold value may not work for all scenarios. Here we see yet another opportunity to apply PSS to optimize control of the system, in this case dynamically optimizing the sleep condition instead of relying on a fixed ratio.

We input several parameters into PSS and dynamically decide if the current reclaim task should sleep or not. The parameters include the rounded values of nr_reclaimed and nr_scanned as well as the ratio of \( \frac{nr\_reclaimed}{nr\_scanned} \). Since PSS only takes integer inputs currently, we use the reciprocal of the ratio and rounded to the closest integer, i.e. \( \text{floor}\left(\frac{nr\_scanned}{nr\_reclaimed}\right) \). If the returned result is greater than or equal to 0, the task will not go to sleep.

For this use case update is not as straightforward as predict — how does one know that the prediction was “wrong”? While we don’t have direct access to ground truth, we can instead assume that entering the page claim throttle function is a negative sign for the last decision since overall page reclaim is a procedure that we want to minimize. Therefore, we keep a timer via ktime_get() to measure the timestamp of the last entrance of the function and the duration between two entrances. If the duration becomes longer, it means that the page reclaim has been invoked less frequently and we will reward the weights that lead to such a decision. Otherwise, it suggests that the reclaim happens more often and we will penalize the weights accordingly. In the end, even though we are inferring prediction and misprediction indirectly, we are able to limit the scope of our code changes to only the original function, consider_reclaim_throttle.
4.3 JIT Parameter Tuning for PyPy

Python is one of the most popular languages because of its simplified syntax and dynamic features. However, the default interpreter implementation (CPython) suffers from slow execution speed brought by the extra interpreter layer. To recover some of that performance, Just-In-Time (JIT) compilation can be used to translate frequently executed code snippets into machine code that can be executed directly. PyPy is one of the most popular tools for doing so, in part because of its efficient tracing-based JIT compiler [8].

Unlike a method-based JIT that compiles an entire method at a time, a trace-based JIT only considers the frequently executed code paths (a.k.a., "hot path") within a method.

In PyPy specifically, there is a critical parameter named `threshold`, which decides whether a loop is hot or not. The default value of `threshold` happens to be 1039, meaning a loop will trigger the JIT tracing mechanism on the code path only after the loop has been executed 1039 times.

Like `threshold`, there are 16 other parameters in PyPy that control the tracing and compilation mechanism [61]. We detail the subset of the parameters we utilise and their default values in Table 1. While it is well understood that these parameters are critical, most prior work seeks to find an single static set that strikes that balance. One of the most commonly used methods of achieving such tuning is genetic algorithm (GA). For instance, Yu et al. [80] use GAs to optimize parameters for Spark while Li and Jiang [44] show that GAs can find PyPy parameters that can significantly outperform the default JIT parameters. However, GA and other static parameter tuning approaches require both expensive upfront overhead and a set of “representative” programs while to training. A large amount of data, machine and load dependence of results, and the significant design space exploration time required to make improvements all potentially limit the applicability of such an approach.

Using PSS, we can tune the JIT parameters on-the-fly without additional data collection and model training cost. Inspired by Li and Jiang [44], we choose the parameters within a set of prefixed values. The default value is multiplied by 1, 2, and 4 to get the 4 new settings. The only exception is `trace_limit` of 4X, which is set to 16000 instead of 24000 because of a range limit.

Listing 2 sketches the use of PSS in the PyPy JIT. After each iteration, we record the performance including the number of instructions and the execution time. More counter information can also be used if available, such as branch prediction and cache performance. We then feed this information into the perceptron as input features. The perceptron returns the decision on whether more aggressive optimization should be used or not and the JIT configurations will be set accordingly.

Once the timing information is collected with the new parameters, we compare it with the duration from the previous iteration. If the new parameters speed up the execution, the corresponding weight will be increased; otherwise it will be decreased.

The input feature for the use case includes detailed information from PAPI [69] like the number of instructions and potentially different cache levels’ hit rates. To better utilize them, we round the raw values before passing them to the perceptron. The rounding keeps only the most significant figures of a given integer. For example, 1234 will be rounded to 1000, 6276 will be rounded to 6000, and 1999 will be rounded to 2000. Rounding allows the perceptron to learn common input and prediction patterns.

5 EVALUATION

We evaluate PSS on an 8-core (×2-way SMT [71]) Intel Coffee Lake CPU with a total 32GB memory, running Linux 5. 15. 0. The CPU has 32KB L1i and L1D cache, 256KB L2 cache, and 16MB L3 cache.

For each applications in the three examples, we use STAMP/HTMBench [54, 74] as the HTM workload, MMTests for page reclaim benchmarks [28], and PolyBenchPython [5] and python-macrobenchmarks [3] as the PyPy JIT benchmarks.

In this section, we define the word `iteration` to describe the number of a dividable subroutine internally repeated in a benchmark program. And we use `benchmark run` to refer to one whole run of a benchmark.

5.1 Hardware Lock Elision Results

We choose Stanford Transactional Applications for Multi-Processors (STAMP) [54] as the workload for HLE. STAMP is a collection of applications targeted for transactional memory research. The description of the benchmark programs can be found in Table 2. We use the recommended parameters for simulation setup.
Table 2: Benchmarks used from STAMP/HTMBench.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>intruder</td>
<td>Network intrusion detection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>labyrinth</td>
<td>Maze routing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yada</td>
<td>Delaunay mesh refinement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSCA2</td>
<td>Graph kernel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vacation</td>
<td>Travel reservation system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kmeans</td>
<td>K-means clustering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>genome</td>
<td>Gene sequencing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HTMBench is the state-of-the-art benchmark suite of HTM and it is implemented using Intel’s TSX [33]. It provides an efficient profiler to analyze HTM and offers optimizations that generate nontrivial speedups. We compare our PSS implementation against HTMBench [74] and vanilla STAMP with HTM support as the baselines. We vary core count over 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 cores. We run each program five times and report the median value of the results.

The result of STAMP is plotted in Fig 2, which shows the performance improvement of HTMBench and PSS over vanilla STAMP. Overall, the overhead of using PSS is relatively low. The most slowdown comes from 1 thread setting for kmeans-high in Fig. 2f, where PSS optimized code generates 7.02% performance degradation. In most of the other cases, the slowdown is less than 5%. On the other hand, PSS optimized code can clearly show benefits over the vanilla baseline or even HTMBench in selected cases like Fig. 2a and 2i. For instance, PSS leads to 87.62% of improvement for 16 threads setup in genome, which is 11% higher than HTMBench.

In terms of overhead, HTMBench has state-of-the-art implementations of STAMP after extensive profiling and optimization. On the other hand, baseline code patched with PSS is only trained a few
hours and it performs very close to HTMBench or even outperforms it in several cases.

5.2 PyPy JIT Results

5.2.1 Benchmark Setup. We use version 7.3.3 of PyPy as the JIT compiler and PolyBenchPython [5] with python-macrobenchmarks [3] as the workloads. PolyBenchPython is a benchmark suite with 30 commonly used kernels for scientific computing and it is representative as microbenchmarks. On the other hand, python-macrobenchmarks contains some of the most popular python applications on a macro-level, including Flask [4], Django content management system (CMS) [1], Gunicorn [2] and more.

For PolyBenchPython, we run the benchmark using the default list implementation of the array and MINI as the input data size. Since the original PolyBenchPython already uses PAPI [76] counters, we include some of them as input features to PSS. Specifically, we use the execution time and the ratio between L1D hit and L1D miss as parameters for PSS. Each benchmark is executed 10 times and we report the time spent in the first 20 and 50 iterations. The baseline is the program with the default JIT setting while the modified JIT is the program patched with PSS, dynamically changing the JIT configuration parameters as we described in Section 4.3.

5.2.2 PolyBenchPython Results. The result of PyPy JIT parameter tuning is presented in Figure 3 and 4. On average, PSS can improve the performance of the 30 programs by 15.38% and 11.11% for 20 and 50 iterations, respectively. For the first 20 iterations, the largest improvement is over 120% while the largest slowdown is only around 6%. For 50 iterations, the largest performance gain and loss are smaller since most of the commonly executed code is already jitted in the late iterations. However, the improvement is still significantly larger than the slowdown. We believe this setup of optimization can be potentially useful for Function-as-a-Service (FaaS) applications, which tend to run short computation tasks over and over.

5.2.3 Macrobenchmark Result. The result of the macro benchmark is plotted in Fig 5. We choose 4 benchmarks that can easily demonstrate performance iteration-wise and we simply use the iteration-wise runtime as the parameter for PSS. We run 3000 iterations...
It is clear that PSS can speed up the macro-benchmark with better dynamic parameter tuning. For the four benchmarks, the performance improvements are 22.17%, 2.54%, 6.3%, and 18.66%, respectively. From the two sets of benchmarks, we demonstrate the functionality and performance benefits of PSS for both micro and macro-benchmarks of Python.

5.2.4 Latency-Sensitive Applications. Figure 5 also contains the result of using syscall as prediction instead of vDSO. From the results, it is clear that for the latency sensitive applications, implementation using vDSO performs better than syscall. The syscall-based results either have less speedup as shown in Figures 5b, 5c, and 5d) or generate significant slowdown as shown in Figure 5a.

5.3 Page Reclaim and Memory Management

5.3.1 Benchmarks and Methodology. We follow the experiments mentioned in the original patch [50]. We ran mmtests [28] on the original 5.15.0-rc3 kernel, the patched kernel [29], and the kernel with dynamic control from PSS. MMtests is a benchmark framework aimed at performance testing of the Linux kernel. Specifically, we ran a test named stutterp, which sweeps a different number of “worker” processes and inspects the impact of the direct reclaim. There are four types of workers in stutterp:

- One “anon latency” worker: creates mmap mappings then measures the duration to fault the mapping.
- X file writers: flexible I/O tester (fio) that randomly writes X files. The total size of the files equals the preset dirty_ratio.
- Y file readers: fio that randomly reads small files.
- Z anon memory hogs: continually map memory with the ratio \((100 - \text{dirty\_ratio})\)\%.

The total estimated working set size (WSS) is \((100 + \text{dirty\_ratio})\)\% of memory. The motivation of stutterp is to maximise the total WSS with file and anonymous memory. During execution, some anonymous memory has to be swapped and it is very likely that dirty/writeback pages reach the end of the LRU.

5.3.2 Results. The result of stutterp is plotted in Fig. 6. It shows the performance improvement compared with 5.15.0 vanilla kernel. The number after mmap indicates the number of the worker threads.

Figure 5: Result of macrobenchmarks.
mentioned above and larger worker counts means higher memory pressure for the system.

From the plot it is clear that PSS can outperform the baseline implementation now merged into the kernel. The improvement is much higher for the 21, 30, and 48 workers setups and PSS achieved slight improvement where the baseline suffers significant performance loss for 12 workers. For 7 workers, all the implementations perform worse than the vanilla code, but the slowdown is less for PSS code after several iterations.

Another benefit we can observe from the figure is that the performance of PSS is improving over multiple benchmark runs. It does not show a monotonic increase, but shows improvement as the general trend over time. On the other hand, we tried to run the baseline version multiple times and we did not observe any noticeable improvement.

6 RELATED WORK

Since prediction is a key feature of the system software stack, there have been many different implementations which have been demonstrated to take advantage of common system operations and communication patterns for prediction to improve performance and other system metrics. Kraska et. al. [39] and Mitzenmacher et. al. [56] survey recent work which make use of prediction and machine learning for systems.

The most relevant work to our proposed system service for prediction is SmartChoices [9]. Similar to PSS, it also proposes a set of interface functions that software can use to make predictions, as well as ability to do on-the-fly learning. However, their proposed system is based on Reinforcement Learning which requires significantly more resources for training and incurs higher latency compared to a simple perceptron-based predictor. Thus, it has limited applicability in resource-limited systems which only require simple and fast predictions.

Other than the work mentioned on prediction memory access and synchronization mentioned in Section 2, there have been several other synchronization algorithms which have a fastpath/slow-path or other variants [11, 17, 42, 45, 78, 81, 82] and the decision to dynamically choose the correct variant is predicted based on the past behavior and current conditions.

Low-level runtime systems for dynamically adjusting to power and energy consumption employ lightweight prediction mechanisms [6, 26, 53, 63]. Esmaeilzadeh et al. present a learning-based technique to accelerate approximate programs [21]. In their work, programmers can label a code region to approximate and then a NN model will be trained to emulate the region. Once the training is complete, the original code region will be replaced by the invocations to a low-power Neural Processing Unit via an ISA extension.

Furthermore, system failure prediction [24, 25, 30, 60, 65, 75] has also attracted a lot of attention in recent times due to very large scale systems and increased failure rate. Finally, searching for the set of compiler optimizations and their order of application employs various prediction techniques based on past learnings and behaviors [10, 15].

There are many studies focused on how to automatically tune the configuration settings for different kinds of software systems. In general, those studies can be classified into two groups. The first group utilizes a certain type of search-based algorithm, including hill-climbing [73], genetic algorithms [80], and ParamILS [43]. The second group tries to find the optimal configurations by reduction, including the iterative experiment [70] and similarity measurement [59].
Our proposed system service prediction is flexible enough to be used and bring performance benefits in most of these prediction scenarios and avoid the complications of parameter tuning. Compared to traditional approaches, our proposed service offers advantages in terms of lower effort and resources needed with on-the-fly tuning and better reusability.

7 CONCLUSION

The effective end of processor frequency scaling and the continued drive for higher performance and lower energy utilization means that application-targeted software optimization will only continue to grow in importance in the field. While there are sure to be many application specific optimizations that do not rely on prediction, a surprisingly diverse class of optimizations, from hot-path/cold-path, to parameter tuning, to resource optimization, and beyond are more easily and readily enabled through support from a simple to call and low-latency software service. The move to a new abstraction that is useful in the process of optimization helps us step away from both the fragile heuristics so common in production code today while avoiding inheriting the complexity of complete application-embedded prediction frameworks. A system service for prediction has the potential to enable performance optimizers to spend their time worrying more about the discovery of new opportunities for specialization and tuning, and less about how exactly one should navigate the space of trade offs such opportunities live in. Even if there are times when such a service might not be appropriate for a final deployment, a prediction service can still be helpful in the development process by speeding up the sorting of promising optimization opportunities from those that will offer little gain even with well-crafted heuristic control. A core idea of prediction as a service is the decoupling of the creation of optimizations and the specific decision of how and when exactly to apply those optimizations.

We demonstrate the utility of Prediction as a System Service across three application-targeted optimization scenarios, and in all three cases find performance improvements. As to be expected such an approach is highly latency sensitive, but we are able to demonstrate a creative new use of vDSO that can allow applications to extract predictions in an average of 4.19ns. In all of the cases we examined this new optimization pattern with operating system service support is able to meet or beat the best known hand-crafted methods with a fraction of the complexity of existing hardware. We believe this approach would be of particular interest to the ASPLOS community as it also opens the door for new and creative uses of architectural support for assisting in prediction with low latency, language level opportunities for the exploitation of prediction services, and further innovation in the system-level abstractions appropriate to more fully support dynamic control of software optimization.
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